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A
Abloy disc lock

disc tumbler, 252, 288, 319
figure 13-3, 289
figure 13-17, 301
Han Fey, 288
patent disc tumbler, 319

Abloy Pulse
energy harvesting lock, 310

abstract
of patent, 176

access control systems
attacks against, 552
keys, 305
wireless door locks, 312

acoustic pick
figure 15-23, 369

Acura 44 system
EVVA, 299

advanced attacks
against locks, 459

advancements in RFID
lock design, 255

adversaries knowledge and resources
design rules, 600

advertising
misleading, 211

AFTE
forensic analysis of locks, 36

alarms
attacks against, 314

ALOA
development of, 235
organizations, 258

alternative designs
failure to consider in locks, 101
legal liability, 124

American Inventors Protection Act
patent, 169

American National Standards Institute
definition, 258

analysis of keys
master key systems, 229

ANSI
definitions, 258
standards, 138

anti-bumping pins
lock, 301

anti-drill barriers
locks, 34, 300, 398

anti-theft device
vehicles, 13

Antwerp diamond heist
locks, 370, 555

apparent security
design rules, 623

appearance of security
design rules, 620

Index
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application of force
failure to consider, 578

application of torque
to a lock, 580

arrogance in designs
design rules, 610

ARX Medeco pins
figure 13-13, 298
figure 13-18, 302
Medeco, 302, 468

ASIS
development of, 235

ASSA Abloy CLIQ
figure 13-23, 307
lock design, 306

ASSA Abloy eclair
lock design, 306

ASSA Abloy Spark
energy harvesting, 310
figure 13-27, 310

ASSA sidebar design
figure 14-6, 324

ASSA twin
lock design, 321

ASSA V10 lock
figure 14-5, 325
lock design, 321
side pin design, 323

assembly retaining
locks, 384

assumptions about security
design rules, 614

ASTM
standards, 138

AT Security software
3D printing, 514

attack methods
failure to correlate, 577
lever locks, 355
prioritization design rules,  

623
attack motivation

design rules, 621
attack resistance times

UL 437, 141
attack types

locks, 385
attack vector discovery

design rules, 613
imagining, 617

attacks against locks
against cars man-in-middle, 566
against high-tech design rules, 611
against keying systems, 489
against tolerances, 387
electronic cylinder, 146
electronic locks, 445
design rules, 605
forced entry, 36
history, 341
hybrid, 80
inside, 62 
intelligence about locks, 608
key control advanced, 508
security ratings, 83
shear line, 44
simple, 560
time computation, 68, 69

audit trails
BHMA 156.30, 155
characteristics of, 46
compromise of, 46
covert entry, 76
defeat of, 77
defeating of, 392
locks, 46, 76
vulnerabilities, 608

avoiding legal issues
legal liability, 89

axial pin tumbler locks
attacks against, 562
bumping attacks, 562
decoder, 431
definitions, 258
figure 12-1, 258
figure 13-11, 297
utility patent 7441431, 296

axioms and guidelines
lock design, 599

B
back doors

design rules, 609
bad guys and security vulnerabilities

design rules, 622
balanced driver attacks
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covert entry, 428
definition, 259

ballpoint pen attacks
axial pin tumbler locks, 562
impressioning, 14

banks
figure 11-15, 250

barrel and curtain design
lever locks, 365

Barron Robert
lever lock, 354
lever tumbler lock, 244

battering ram
forced entry, 411

belly decoding and reading
figure 15-21, 362
lever lock decoding, 362
lever locks, 356

bending
forced entry, 404

Best lock company
definition, 268

BHMA 156.30 High security standards
bumping resistance, 160
data from the lock, 157
decoding, 156
deficiencies, 148
definitions, 261
electronic attacks, 159
electronic audit trails, 155
forced entry, 153
internal tolerances, 158
key control, 155
lock standards, 133, 139
mechanical bypass, 154
pick resistance, 158
standards, 133, 138, 142
testing deficiencies, 153

BHMA 156.5
deficiencies, 148
lock standards, 139
standards, 146

BIAXIAL (Medeco)
Decoder, 469
Medeco design, 259, 328
Medeco pin diagram, 329

bike locks
attacks against, 561

biometric access
gun safes, 392

biometric devices defeat
design rules, 619

biometric security claims
design rules, 617

bitting of keys
 attacks against, 388
change keys, 490
definition, 260
depths figure 12-3, 260
inserts on keys, 221
key design of, 482
keys, 43
locks, 301
rules, 485
sequence decoding of, 229
systems for keys, 301

blackmail
against lock manufacturer, 203

blacksmiths
development of, 233

blade of key
definitions, 260

blank key
definition, 261

blocking elements
locks, 384

blows against locks
forced entry, 411

Bo Widen patents
lock designs, 325
locks, 321

bolts and mechanisms
attacks against 389
definition, 261
locks, 384
pressure against to open, 366
warded locks, 347

bottom pin
definition, 261, 276

Brahma lock
attacks against, 342
figure 11-11, 246
figure 15-22
Great Exhibition, 246
lock design, 368
security of, 245
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breaker tools
forced entry, 403

Briggs & Stratton locks
sidebar lock, 255
wafers, 284

Brinks robbery
Boston, 370

broaching of plug
locks, 240

brute force attacks
locks, 37

Builders Hardware Manufacturers 
Association (BHMA)

lock standards, 133
bump key

creation of, 225, 493
definition, 261
diagram, 8
diagram of bumping, 8
figure 1-1, 8
figure 11-19, 252
figure 13-7, 293
locks, 42, 293
theory of operation, 8
UL 437, 150, 152

Bumping
Attack theory figure 1-12, 19
axial pin tumbler locks, 562
covert entry, 41, 438
definition, 261
electronic locks, 447
forced entry attacks, 411
high-security locks, 562
locks, 34, 41, 428
Medeco, 83, 538
rapping of locks, 392
resistance BHMA 156.30, 160
security rating, 83
testing, 57
time required, 71

burglars don’t pick locks
design rules, 612

burglary resistant mechanisms
Underwriters Laboratories, 138

bypass of locks
bumping, 16
combination, 23
definition, 270

electronic cylinders, 20
electronic locks by drilling, 452
expertise, 37
fundamentals, 35
gun locks, 15
iLOQ locks, 14
impressioning, 17
Kryptonite bike locks, 14, 83
Kwikset lock, 83
lever tumbler locks, 352
with liquids, 14
Luckylock, 436
Medeco m3, 23
nitinol wire designs, 575
paperclips, 12
padlocks, 579
plugs, 14
push button locks, 13
shimming, 16
using shims, 443
wafer locks, 12

C
cam

definition, 261
case examples

absence of evidence of 
compromise, 610

by category, 571
the Club vehicle protection,  

608
great Exhibition, 605
iLOQ, 602
Medeco m3 lock, 604
push button lock attack, 610

caveat emptor
legal liability, 108

chamber of lock
definition, 261

change key
definition, 261
locks, 42
modifying, 491
reverse engineering of, 499

chemical attacks
forced entry, 414

Chicago Tubar lock
Brahma, 246
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Chinese lever locks
opening, 363

chisel and wedging attacks
forced entry, 412

chisel-point pin tumblers
definition, 262

Chubb detector lock
Detector lock, 246
figure 15-20, 361

Chubb locks
figure 11-12, 247

Civil law
liability, 106

claims
patents, 175

classification system
patents, 183

clever designs
design rules, 600, 604

CLIQ
lock design, 306

cloning
electronic credentials, 497

the Club
case example, 608

Club (anti-theft device)
attacks against, 553
bypass, 13
vehicle anti-theft device, 13

CMOE (Covert Methods of Entry)
locks, 418

Code of Justinian
liability, 107

codes
definition, 262
keys, 482

code setting keys
covert entry, 432
definition, 262
figure 3-1, 57
Medeco, 127, 537, 587

C.O.F.E.D.
decoding of keys, 223
lock scanner, 527
scanner figure 23-1, 527

Columbia Railroad versus Hawthorne
legal liability, 120

comb picking patent

2064818, 429
comb picks

figure 18-8, 428
combination locks

bypass, 23
opening, 363
standards, 138

common sense usage
design rules, 617
in security vulnerabilities, 617

complex attacks
security failure in design, 586

complex security layers defeat
design rules, 612

complex security problems
design rules, 604

complexity
insecurity engineering, 25
locks, 25

complicated security analysis
design rules, 621

component analysis
design rules, 620

compressed air
forced entry attacks, 411

compromise of locks
of locks, 36
design rules, 600, 606

conceiving of attacks inability
design rules, 612

conductive liquids
standards, 146

confidence about security
design rules, 617

confidential information
design rules, 616

consequences in lock design
unintended, 391

constructive knowledge of risk
lock manufacturers, 128

consulting agreements
NDA, 201

control key
decoding, 493
definition, 262

conventional mechanical locks
classification, 31
figure 13-4, 290
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history, 283
security enhancements, 300
selection of, 315
vulnerabilities, 291

core
definition, 262

Core Shim Decoder
John Falle, 468

Corkey magnetic lock
attacks against locks, 584

cost cutting
design rules, 611

counterfeit keys and blanks
cutting keys on, 214
key control, 43
identification of, 216
locks, 488
protection against, 7

covert attacks
against microprocessors, 441
audio frequencies, 442
expertise, 32
feeling, 442
locks, 387

covert entry
amplification of rights, 431
audio frequencies and sound, 442
balance driver attacks, 428
covert methods of entry, 417
experts, 459
expertise required, 38
forensic traces, 32
gate fence tolerances, 434
hybrid attacks, 390
impressioning, 436
jiggle keys, 433
locks, 76
magnetics, 440
methods of, 38, 421
picking, 425
rapping attacks, 435
signature picks, 434
standards, 141
techniques of, 36
tolerance exploits, 432
tool makers, 459
traditional, 38

crazy ideas

design rules, 613
creative ideas source

design rules, 613
creative thinking and management

design rules, 608
vulnerability assessment, 622

credential spoofing
design rules, 612

credentials
attacks against, 478, 591
electronic, 12

criminal law
legal actions, 106
liability, 106

crisis protocols
design rules, 620

cross-combination
definition, 262

cross-keying
definition, 263
key design, 43

cross-picking tool
figure 15-28, 375

current assumptions about security
design rules, 614

cut angle
definition, 263

cut keys
overlay, 491

cut root
definition, 263

cutting by forced entry
attacks against locks, 396

cycle tests
standards, 147

cylinder
definition, 263

cylinder pulling
with screws, 403

D
damages

patents, 186
types of in lock defects, 197

dangerous conditions
product liability, 94

data from the lock
BHMA 156.30, 157
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deadbolt
definition, 264
Medeco, 431

deadbolt attacks
Medeco, 581
Cylinder figure 12-5, 264

decoding
belly reading, 362, 443
BHMA 156.30, 155
by borescopes, 442
control keys, 493
core shim, 468
covert entry, 40
definition, 264
Falle, 41 
keys, 220, 222
Lishi tool, 41
locks, 41
master keys, 44
methods of, 41, 524
methods of attacks, 582
piezo attacks, 442
pin lock, 467
radiographic techniques, 499
secondary security layers, 493
standards, 145

decoding attacks
against mechanical locks, 388
information from locks, 441
methods failure to consider, 582
options master key systems, 505
shims, 467
standards, 152
standards BHMA 156.30, 156
systems locks, 524
techniques expertise required, 41

DefCon
definition, 264

defeat
key control, 213

Defeat Technology Company
impressioning system, 438

defective designs
copying of, 393
locks, 195

defective products
definition of, 92, 112, 113
design flaws, 113

disclosure policy, 12
failure to disclose, 97
insufficient warnings, 113
internal procedures, 193
knowingly selling, 126
legal liability, 96, 118, 128
malfunction doctrine, 124
manufacturing flaws, 113
notification action items, 187, 195, 200
notification rules, 188
procedure to follow, 188, 198
protection, 9
threat level criteria, 198

defenses
legal liability, 127
misconduct o the use, 127
patent infringement, 185

definitions
balanced drivers, 259
BHMA, 261
bitting, 260
blade of key, 260
blank key, 261
bolt, 261
bottom pin, 261, 276
bump key and bumping, 261
bypass, 270
cam, 261
chamber of lock, 261
change key, 261
code setting key, 262
control key, 262
core, 262
cross-keying, 263
cross-combination, 262
cut angle, 263
cylinder, 263
deadbolt, 264
decoding of lock, 264
DefCon, 264
depth and spacing, 265
depth increment, 264
depth keys, 265
detainers, 270
differs, 265
dimple key, 265
direct code, 265
double-bitted key, 266
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double-detainer theory, 266
driver pin, 266
end-cap, 266
ESD, 266
EVVA MCS, 267
feel picking, 267
fence, 267
graduated driver, 267
grand master key, 267
high-security lock, 267
impression system, 267
indirect code, 267
industry, 257
insecurity engineering, 3
interchangeable core, 268
jamb, 268
key code, 262
key gauge, 268
key interchange, 262, 268
key milling, 268
key picking, 268
key symbols, 268
keyhole, 268
keying levels, 269
keyway, 269
lock picking, 273
loiding, 269
MACS, 269
master key, 270
master pin, 270
Medeco chisel point, 262
Medeco high-security cylinder, 270
Medeco m3, 269
mortise cylinder, 270
movable detainer, 270
multi-section key blank, 272
mushroom tumbler, 272
paracentric keyway, 272
pin stack, 273
pin tumbler lock, 273
plug, 273
rapping of lock, 273
removable core cylinder, 273
restricted keyway, 273
rim cylinder, 273
security pin tumbler, 272
security pins, 273
shear line, 273

shell of lock, 273
sidebar, 274
sidebar lock, 274
strike, 274
tailpiece, 266, 274
theoretical key changes, 274
TMK, 276
tolerance, 276
top pin, 276
triple-bitted key, 276
tryout key, 276
tubular pin tumbler lock, 276
Underwriters Laboratories, 277
virtual shear line, 277
wafer lock, 277

delayed action time locks
standards, 138

dent puller
locks, 404

dependent infringement
patent, 184

depth and spacing data
decoding from keys, 484
definitions, 265
information about keys, 484

depth coding
keys, 43

depth increment
definition, 264
key system, 43

depth keys
decoding locks, 499
definition, 265
shimming of cylinders, 499

design
patents, 170

design changes
in locks, 565

design defects
duty to warn, 197
failure to remedy, 197
legal liability, 90, 91, 115, 195
notification procedure, 193
post-sale duty, 197
recall, 197
threat levels, 198

design errors recent technology
design rules, 613
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design expertise
high-security locks, 32

design exploits
design rules, 607

design failures
against complex attacks, 586
locks, 18

design flaws
defective products, 113

design guidelines
locks, 599

design improvements
lock manufacturers, 6

design issues
Medeco, 565

design mistakes
by manufacturers, 37

designs previously considered
design rules, 619

design rules
absence of evidence of 

compromise, 610
adversaries and intelligence, 609
apparent security, 623
appearance of security, 601, 620
arbitrary criteria, 621
arrogance in engineering, 610
assumptions about security, 614
attack motivation, 621
attack vector discovery, 613
attack vectors designs against, 613
attacker developed intelligence, 608
attacks against high-tech, 611
attacks on interface, 611
attacks on locks, 605
audit trails, 608
back doors, 609
bad guys and vulnerabilities, 622
biometric devices defeat, 619
biometric security claims, 617
burglars pick locks, 612
clever designs, 600
cleverness and security, 604
cleverness in designs, 600
cleverness in thinking, 601
common sense usage, 617
compromise of locks, 600
confidential information, 616

crazy ideas validity, 613
creative ideas source, 613
creative thinking, 622
credentials defeat, 606
crisis protocols, 620
current assumptions about 

security, 614
cutting costs, 611
cutting research costs, 600
defeating complex security layers, 612
design errors, 613
designs and security, 613
do not duplicate, 607
down the road, 622
Dunning-Kruger effect, 623
e-cylinders, 606
electrons in locks, 605
encryption, 601, 603
engineers and mindset, 623
erroneous security assumptions, 616
everyone thinking alike, 605
expecting to find vulnerabilities, 616
expertise required about 

vulnerabilities, 608
experts finding vulnerabilities, 616
exploits and keys, 605
exploits testing, 613
facility management, 614
finding all vulnerabilities, 622
fixing vulnerabilities and costs, 612
fool about vulnerabilities, 622
foolproof security, 616
forensic evidence failure, 615
Galileo rule, 620
good locks and security, 622
groupthink, 615
high-security doesn’t mean secure, 600
high-security label, 608
high-tech, 601
high-tech and security, 615
Hobbs, 604
ignoring vulnerabilities, 609
iLOQ, 602
imagination failure, 608
imagining attack vectors, 617
impenetrable lock, 607
important, 23
inability to conceive attacks, 612
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Internet information, 611
keys, 599
laws of physics, 604
lawyers in vulnerability 

assessment, 617
lock designs and finding 

vulnerabilities, 616
locks are mechanical, 609
Man-in-middle attack, 617
management quashes innovation, 608
management statements about 

security, 614
meaning of patents, 606
Medeco design, 604
media comments about security, 615
minor changes, 623
misjudging adversaries, 600
Moshe Dayan rule, 623
never say never, 607
new design technology, 614
new locks, 606
no more secrets, 621
non-critical components, 620
not invented here, 601
not making any sense, 622
observation ability, 612
opening locks with keys, 600
openings and vulnerabilities, 610
overly complicated analysis, 621
patents and security, 607
path of least resistance, 607
poor attitude about compromising, 600
positive attitude about attacks, 605
previously considered issues, 619
price of products, 618
prioritize effective attacks, 623
proper mindset in security, 617
ramifications of new security 

technology, 617
reliance on standards, 606
replication of keys, 604
sales engineers and security, 618
secrets and locks, 604
security and arrogance, 618
security and confidence, 617
security and delay, 619
security and efficiency, 603
security and liability, 605

security and liability 
considerations, 615

security and mathematics, 619
security and openness, 618
security and projects, 619
security and risk, 618
security as a concept, 608
security as a continuum, 602
security assessment considerations, 616
security by obscurity, 618
security complacency, 618
security confidence, 617
security decisions, 614
security defeats, 615
security device defeat, 620
security device development, 616
security effectiveness, 602
security engineering and regular 

engineering, 618
security focus, 614
security hardware methods of 

attack, 611
security idea input, 619
security is an optimization process, 619
security is complicated, 602
security is local, 609
security is working, 617
security issues ignored, 616
security messenger, 614
security resources allocation, 600
security rules and failures, 619
security standards and actual 

security, 620
security standards value, 609, 619
security technology hype, 614
security theater, 603
security vulnerabilities denial, 615
security vulnerabilities existence, 616
security vulnerabilities failure to 

identify, 615
security vulnerability blindness, 618
security vulnerability evidence, 609
signature of keys, 601
simple attacks against complex 

mechanisms, 615
simple attacks to defeat locks, 602
simple design errors, 619
source of threats, 621
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spoofing credentials ability, 612
standards and good guys, 617
standards reliance on, 606
tampering with security device, 620
target valuation, 610
temporary modifications, 614
thinking like bad guys, 617
threats and vulnerabilities, 621
3T2R rule, 606
truth and security, 620
unexplained occurrences, 613
use of plastics, 603
vulnerabilities define methods of 

attack, 622
vulnerabilities missed, 623
vulnerabilities searching, 617
vulnerability analysis restrictions, 614
vulnerability assessment team 

members, 612
vulnerability assessments and 

flexibility, 618
vulnerability cover-up, 613
what ifs consideration, 615
wrong assumptions about security, 615

design teams and vulnerability
case examples, 610

design vulnerabilities
electronic locks, 455

designers thinking alike
design rules, 605

designs and security
design rules, 613

destructive attacks
against locks, 395

destructive entry tools
locks, 414

destructive testing
standards, 144

detainers
definition, 270
hybrid attacks against, 391

detector lock
Chubb, 246

devil’s ring
bypass of locks, 23
figure 1-10, 17
magnetics, 23

diamond heist

Antwerp, 370, 555
differs

definition, 265
inadequate number, 224
key control, 43
standards, 143
theoretical, 275

digital cylinders
key-based, 305

digital door locks
designs, 391

digital fingerprints
locks, 523

dimple keys
definition, 265
simulation of, 221

dimple lock attacks
John Falle, 295

dimple lock printed key
figure 22-3, 513

dimple locks
axial, 30
figure 13-9, 295
foil attacks, 295
forced attacks, 406
lock designs, 294
Mul-T-Lock, 295

direct codes
definition, 265
keys, 43

direct infringement
patents, 184

disassembly
of locks, 43

disassembly of locks
decoding, 498

disc tumbler locks
lock design, 252, 288

disclosure policy
defects, 12

DMCA
lock design, 203

do not duplicate
locks, 607

door locks
standards, 141

door opening tools
forced entry, 409
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double-bitted key
definition, 266

double-bitted wafer lock
figure 12-15, 277

double-detainer locking
lever locks, 243
theory, 266, 289

Double-sided wafer lock
figure 11-21, 254

down the road
design rules, 622

drill resistance
standards, 144

drilling
electronic locks, 452
interchangeable core locks, 401
pin tumbler locks, 398
rotor access, 454

drilling attacks
figure 17-1, 397
figure 17-3, 399
forced attacks, 398
locks, 396
sidebars, 455

driver pin
definition, 266

driving
forced entry, 404

duckbill
forced entry tool, 410

due care
lock design, 128
in manufacturing, 102
manufacturing, 128

Dunning-Kruger effect
design rules, 623

duplication of keys
key control, 217, 218
patent infringement, 215

duty to recall
products liability, 96

duty to warn
design defect, 197
legal liability, 115

E
Easy Entire key machine

key control attacks, 510
e-cylinders

defeat of credentials, 606

EEPROM attacks
hotel safes, 585

Egyptian pin tumbler lock
Development, 237
diagram figure 11-4, 239
figure 11-2, 238
figure 11-3, 238
figure 15-1, 345
origins, 237, 344
security vulnerability, 345

electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
BHMA 156.30, 159

electromechanical locks
attacks against, 557
audit trail defeats, 392
bypass of, 453
designs, 29
reset functions, 453

electronic access control
attacks against, 552

electronic attacks
against lock, 314
BHMA 156.30, 159
most unlikely, 568

electronic audits
vulnerabilities, 608

electronic consumer locks
figure 13-29, 312

electronic credentials
attacks, 547
cloning, 497
locks, 12

electronic cylinders
bypass, 20
compromise of, 574

electronic elements
attacks against, 592
locks, 448

electronic hotel safes
attacks against, 585

electronic laptop locks
defeat of, 393

electronic locks
attacks, 145, 452
attacks against, 445
audit trails, 46, 77
auto reset, 453
bumping attacks, 447
bypass of, 452
data port access, 393
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design vulnerabilities, 447, 455
designs, 29
ion, 14
Kevo, 311
lock designs, 310
manipulation of rotor, 449
mechanical key bypass, 451
motor attacks, 453
piggyback attacks, 450
RFID, 21
rotor access, 454
rotor manipulation, 449
shim attacks, 452
sidebar attacks, 455
standards for, 138
vulnerabilities, 447

electronic locks exploits
auto reset, 453

electronic padlocks
attacks against, 595

electronic pick guns
covert entry, 427

electronic rotor access in locks
by drilling, 455

electronic scanners
locks, 524

electrons in locks
design rules, 605

electrons opening doors
design rules, 605

electrostatic discharge
definition, 266

elements of proof
legal liability, 128

EMP attacks
BHMA 156.30, 159

employment agreements
patents, 174

encryption
case study, 603
design rules, 603
lock design, 601
what it means, 603
understanding of in lock defeat, 603

end-cap
definition, 266

energy harvesting
Abloy Pulse, 310
eclair, 306

iLOQ, 308
locks, 29, 307

engineers
expertise in locks, 26

engineers and mindset
design rules, 623

entry holes
locks, 22

entry tools
warded locks, 349

Epilogue
Tobias on Locks, 625

erroneous security assumptions
design rules, 616

ESD
definition, 266

ESD testing
standards, 146

estoppel
patents, 185

European patent convention
patents, 167

everyone uses security
design rules, 614

evidence
absence of, 559
absence of compromise, 610
of bypass, 36
of entry, 46
forensic evidence, 46

EVVA
magnetic code system, 299

EVVA Acura 44
figure 13-16, 300

EVVA dpi lock
figure 15-5, 349

EVVA locks
Acura 44, 300

EVVA magnetic code system (MCS)
definition, 267
figure 13-15, 299
lock design, 334
magnetic attacks, 440

EVVA 3KS
figure 13-2, 288
printed key figure 22-4, 513
sliders, 286

EVVA 4KS key
printed, 513
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examples
insecurity engineering, 14

expanding bits
lever keys, 364

expertise
covert attacks, 32
forced attacks, 32
insecurity engineering, 25
lock engineers, 27
lock manufacturers, 7

expertise required
covert entry, 38
UL 437, 151

experts
lock manufacturers, 128

experts finding vulnerabilities
design rules, 616

exploit
repeatability of, 83

exploits and keys
design rules, 605

exploits of locks
design rules, 607

exploits testing
design rules, 613

explosive attacks
locks, 368
small keyholes, 365
small keyholes preventing, 365

external locking elements
attacks against, 389

extortion attempts
civil remedies, 204
criminal investigation, 203
design defects, 202
federal statutes, 203
insider threats, 206

extrapolation
master key systems, 44
TMK, 267, 493, 501
top-level master key, 225

extrapolation of TMK
intelligence required, 501
master key systems, 500
practical considerations, 501

F
facilities management and security

design rules, 614
failure of imagination

design rules, 608
failure to connect dots

insecurity engineering, 572
failure to warn

legal liability, 94
Falle impressioning system

covert entry, 437
figure 15-17, 359

Falle (John)
Pin and Cam systems, 464
pin lock decoders, 41

Falle pick set
covert entry, 424

false advertising
liability, 211

false gates
lock design, 301

false keys
lever locks, 357
traps, 355

false representations
legal liability, 129
product liability, 93

federal statutes
extortion, 202

feel picking
definition, 267

Fenby permutating key machine
key cutting, 364

fence
definition, 267

ferrous components
attacks against., 36
locks, 35

Fichet locks
3D printed key, 512

field of invention
patents, 176

figure 1-1
bump key, 24

figure 1-2
side bit milling, 9

figure 1-3
worm gear, 10

figure 2-1
simulated keys and key control, 32

figure 2-2
master key system, 42

figure 2-3
plug and sidebar, 45
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figure 3-1
Medeco code setting keys, 45, 61

figure 11-1
Greek lock, 236

figure 11-2
Egyptian lock, 238

figure 11-3
Egyptian pin tumbler lock, 238

figure 11-4
Egyptian lock diagram, 239

figure 11-5
warded lock design, 239

figure 11-6
warded lock design, 240

figure 11-7
warded lock and key, 241

figure 11-8
warded lock mechanism, 241

figure 11-9
warded locking mechanism, 241

figure 11-10
lever tumbler lock, 243

figure 11-11
Brahma lock, 246

figure 11-12
Chubb locks, 247

figure 11-13
Parsons lever lock, 248

figure 11-14
lever locks, 249

figure 11-15
time locks banks, 250

figure 11-16
Yale pin tumble, 251

figure 11-17 
pin tumbler locks, 251

figure 11-18
pin tumbler lock with sidebar, 251

figure 11-19
bump key, 252

figure 11-20
wafer lock, 254

figure 11-21
double sided wafer lock, 254

figure 12-1
tubular lock, 258

figure 12-2
Medeco BIAXIAL lock, 259

figure 12-3
bitting depth and measurement, 260

figure 12-4
pin tumbler lock components, 263

figure 12-5
deadbolt cylinder, 264

figure 12-6
keyway, 269

figure 12-7
MACS, 270

figure 12-8
Medeco sidebar lock, 270

figure 12-9
pin tumbler cylinder, 270

figure 12-10
mushroom pin tumbler, 272

figure 12-11
paracentric keyway, 272

figure 12-12
shear line, 273

figure 12-13
sidebar diagram, 275

figure 12-14
top pins, 276

figure 12-15
double bitted wafer lock, 277

figure 13-1
Kwikset SmartKey, 287

figure 13-2
EVVA 3KS, 288

figure 13-3
Abloy disc lock, 289

figure 13-4
conventional pin tumbler lock, 290

figure 13-5
creating a shear line, 290

figure 13-6
paracentric keyway, 291

figure 13-7
bump keys, 293

figure 13-8
Sargent Keso, 295

figure 13-9
dimple locks, 295

figure 13-10
Mul-T-Lock pins, 296

figure 13-11
axial pin tumbler locks, 297

figure 13-12
laser track keys Mul-T-Lock, 298

figure 13-13
Medeco ARX security pins, 298
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figure 13-14
Medeco cam lock, 299

figure 13-15
EVVA magnetic code system, 299

figure 13-16
floating magnetic wafer, 300

figure 13-17 
Abloy disc lock false gates and  

security pins, 301
figure 13-18

security pin tumblers, 302
figure 13-19 

key designs, 17, 303
figure 13-20 

interactive pins movable element, 304
figure 13-21

Schlage Everest, 304
figure 13-22

Mul-T-Lock mt5+, 305
figure 13-23

Assa Abloy CLIQ, 307
figure 13-24

Ikon eCLIQ, 308
figure 13-25

iLOQ, 309
figure 13-26

iLOQ, 309
figure 13-27

Assa Abloy Spark, 310
figure 13-28

RFID in locks, 311
figure 13-29

electronic consumer locks, 312
figure 13-30

Schlage electromechanical locks, 313
figure 13-31

Kwikset Kevo, 314
figure 14-1

ABLOY disc lock, 319
figure 14-2

side bit milling, 322
figure 14-3

unique sidebar design, 322
figure 14-4

finger pin design, 323
figure 14-5

ASSA V10 lock, 325
figure 14-6

ASSA sidebar design, 324
figure 14-7

Schlage Primus design, 325
figure 14-8

Schlage Primus, 326
figure 14-9

Schlage Primus, 326
figure 14-10

Medeco sidebar design, 327
figure 14-11

Medeco BIAXIAL diagram, 329
figure 14-12

Medeco rotation angles, 329
figure 14-13

Medeco BIAXIAL lock, 330
figure 14-14

Medeco pin position, 330
figure 14-15

Medeco m3 lock, 331
figure 14-16

Medeco cutaway m3 lock, 331
figure 14-17

Medeco m3 slider, 332
figure 14-18

m3 lock cutaway, 332
figure 14-19

Medeco M4 lock design, 332
figure 14-20

Medeco M4 key design, 333
figure 14-21

Medeco M4 sidebar, 334
figure 14-22

EVVA MCS design, 334
figure 14-23

magnetic code system  
design, 336

figure 14-24
MCS rotor design, 337

figure 14-25
magnetic code system profile, 338

figure 14-26
magnetic overlay film, 338

figure 15-1
Egyptian lock, 345

figure 15-2
Roman warded keys, 346

figure 15-3
warded lock, 347
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figure 15-4
warded key and lock, 348

figure 15-5
EVVA dpi lock, 349

figure 15-6
warded keys, 350

figure 15-7
skeleton keys, 350

figure 15-8
keys for warded locks, 351

figure 15-9
warded lock impressioned,  

351
figure 15-10

warded bypass tools, 352
figure 15-11

warded locks picking tools, 352
figure 15-12

lever tumbler lock diagram, 353
figure 15-13

Canadian postal locks, 354
figure 15-14

silicone impressioning, 356
figure 15-15

plasticine impressioning, 356
figure 15-16

impressioning of bitting, 358
figure 15-17

Falle impressioning system, 359
figure 15-18

2-in-1 lever tool, 360
figure 15-19

KGB impressioning system, 361
programmable lever lock picking 

tool, 361
figure 15-20

Chubb detector lock, 361
figure 15-21

belly reading decoders, 361
figure 15-22

Brahma lock, 368
figure 15-23

acoustic pick, 369
figure 15-24

KGB picking tools, 372
figure 15-25

KGB picking tool pin tumbler 
locks, 372

figure 15-26
KGB magnetic lock decoder, 373

figure 15-27
Aldo Silvera tools, 374
specialized picking tools, 374

figure 15-28
cross-picking tool, 375

figure 15-29
Sputnik picking tool, 375

figure 15-30
Lishi picking tool, 376

figure 17-1
drilling attacks, 397

figure 17-2
forced attacks, 398

figure 17-3
drilling of locks, 398

figure 17-4
drilling of locks, 399

figure 17-5
shear line drilling, 400

figure 17-6
shear line drilling, 400

figure 17-7
shear line creation, 401

figure 17-8
interchangeable core locks, 401

figure 17-9
profile lock breaker, 402

figure 17-10
forced entry, 403

figure 17-11
dent puller, 403

figure 17-12
lock mounting, 404

figure 17-13
torque pipe tool, 404

figure 17-14
torque tool, 405

figure 17-15
torque tools, 406

figure 17-16
breaking tools, 406

figure 17-17
breaker tools, 407

figure 17-18
Sigma security tools, 407

figure 17-19
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Sigma Hooligan tool, 407
figure 17-20

Sigma breaking tools, 408
figure 17-21

forced entry tools, 408
figure 17-22

jamb spreading tools, 409
figure 17-23

jamb spreaders, 409
figure 17-24

K-tool, 410
figure 17-25

forced entry wedge tool, 410
wedge tool, 410

figure 17-26
Broco thermic lance, 413

figure 18-1
picking tools, 424

figure 18-2
picking tools, 425

figure 18-3
picking tools, 425

figure 18-4
turning wrench, 426

figure 18-5
rocker picks, 426

figure 18-6
pick guns, 426

figure 18-7
electronic pick guns, 427
rake picking, 427

figure 18-8
comb picks, 428

figure 18-9
comb picking, 429

figure 18-10
Sputnik pick, 430

figure 18-11
Peterson decoder, 430

figure 18-12
side bit milling modification, 432

figure 18-13
jiggle keys, 433

figure 18-14
signature picks, 434

figure 18-15
impressioning attacks, 436

figure 18-16
Falle foil impressioning system, 437

figure 18-17
foil impressioning system, 438

figure 18-18
lead impressioning system, 438

figure 18-19
Defeat Technology system, 439
impressioning system, 439

figure 18-20
Luckylock system, 439

figure 18-21
impressioning marks, 440

figure 20-1
lever lock opening, 465

figure 20-2
pin lock decoder, 467

figure 20-3
Medeco decoder, 468

figure 20-4
Pin Lock Decoder, 469

figure 20-5
mpressioning systems, 470

figure 20-6
foil impressioning system, 471

figure 20-7
light box, 471

figure 20-8
variable key systems, 472

figure 20-9
variable key generation system,  

473
figure 20-10

Medeco reusable key, 473
figure 22-1

Schlage Primus key, 512
3D printed key, 512

figure 22-2
Fichet printed key, 512

figure 22-3
3D printed key, 513

figure 22-4
3D printed keys, 513

figure 22-5
Imported key profile, 513

figure 22-6
3D printed keys, 518

figure 22-7
key profile, 519

figure 22-8
keyway scan, 520
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figure 23-1
SWD scanner, 527

figure 23-2
Sound Wave Decoder, 530

figure 23-3
lock scanning, 532
scanning of lock, 532

figure 23-4
scanner displays, 534

figure 23-5
3D printer output, 517
lock scanner output, 534

figure 23-6
Sound Wave Decoder, 535

figure 24-1
Medeco plug, 539

figure 24-2
Medeco simulated keys, 543

figure 24-3
Medeco sidebar legs, 544

finding vulnerability beliefs
design rules, 622

finger pin design
Schlage Primus, 325
side bit milling, 322

first to file rule
patents, 173

fixing vulnerabilities
design rules, 612, 621

foil impressioning keys and locks
locks, 41, 470
patent 2763027, 437

fooled about vulnerabilities
design rules, 622

foolproof systems
design rules, 616

force
applied against locks, 396
force application failure to 

consider, 578
forced attacks

covert hybrid, 391
expertise, 32
locks, 385, 396, 398
special tools, 369

forced entry
application of force, 407
application of torque, 405
attacks, 36
bending, 404

breaker tools, 406
compression attacks, 411
dent puller, 404
duckbill tool, 410
fracturing, 404
impact, 411
K-tool, 410
locks, 75
Medeco deadbolt, 431
peeling, 406
shear line creation, 399
standards, 141
techniques of, 36
temperature attacks, 412

forced entry attacks
battering ram, 411
chisel and wedging,  

412
punching, 412
slam hammer, 412
thermic lance, 413
with chemicals, 414

forced entry methods
locks, 405, 414

forced entry resistance
UL 437, 151

forced entry standards
BHMA 156.30, 153

forced entry tools
door opening, 409
figure 17-20, 408
figure 17-21, 408
locks, 403

forensic analysis and evidence
locks, 36, 559
design rules, 615
traces covert entry, 32

foreseeability
product liability, 95

Formlabs
SLA printers, 512

fracturing of materials
locks, 404

fraud and misrepresentation
legal liability, 129
product liability, 93

fused deposition modeling
3D printing, 511

future attacks
locks, 373
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G
Galileo rule

design rules, 620
gate designs

locks, 34
gate fence tolerance

covert entry, 434
gates

lever tumblers, 244
locks, 383

General Moshe Dayan
design rules, 623

good ideas
failure of security, 573

good locks and security
design rules, 622

Gossman
Henry, 235

graduated driver
definition, 267

grand master key
definition, 267

Great Exhibition
Brahma lock, 246
Hobbs, 366

great train robbery
locks, 370

Greek lock
figure 11-1, 236

groupthink
design rules, 615

guard rings
prying, 406

guidelines
lock design, 599

guilds
development of, 234

gun lock stamped keys
figure 1-9, 16

gun safes
biometric access, 392

gun trigger locks
bypass, 15

H
Han Fey

Abloy expert, 288
hardware constraints

failure to deal with, 576
Hawthorne case

legal liability, 120
Supreme Court on liability, 119

Hemingson versus Bloomfield Motors
liability case, 111

hidden information
about locks, 567

high-security
definition, 267
design rules, 600
high-security label design rules, 608
locks, 32
mechanical locks, 304
standards, 131, 142

high-security locks
attributes of, 304
comparison of, 318
criteria, 304
design expertise, 32
high-security standards 

recommendations, 160
meaning in rules, 601
mechanical designs locks, 302
selection of, 315
side bit milling, 20
simple attacks against, 560

high-tech and high-security
design rules, 615

history
lock development, 27, 233, 343

Hobbs
American locksmith, 604
Great Exhibition, 366

Hobbs protector lock
locks, 248

Hooligan breaking tool
figure 17-19, 407

horizontal privity
legal liability, 122

hotel locks
case study of defeat, 63
encryption defeat, 603
insecure designs, 579

hotel safes
attacks against, 585
decoding of chips, 585
paperclip attacks, 594
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hybrid attacks
against detainers, 391
against security layers, 390
covert entry, 41
covert forced, 391
forced, 386
locks, 30, 41, 294
methods of, 80
modes of, 80
standards, 79
3T2R rule, 78

hybrid electronic
lock design, 311

hydraulic jacks and spreaders
breaking tools, 409
forced entry, 411

I
identification

counterfeit key blanks, 216
ignoring vulnerabilities

design rules, 609, 622
Ikon eCLIQ

figure 13-24, 308
iLOQ

bypass of, 14
cylinders bypass of 83
defeats, 578
design rules, 602
energy harvesting, 308
figure 1-7, 14
figure 13-25, 309
figure 13-26, 309

imagination and failures
locks and attacks, 564
failure of, 574

impenetrable lock
design rules, 607

implied warranty claims
liability, 110

impressioning
ballpoint pen, 14
bypass of locks, 17
covert entry, 39, 436
definition, 267
figure 20-5, 470
figure 20-7, 471
foil system, 41

light box, 470, 
locks, 14
of keys, 222
keys figure 15-14, 356
marking figure 18-21, 440
marks, 440
plasticine systems, 471
technique for dimple locks,  

295
tools, 41
UL 437, 150
warded locks, 350

impressioning system
figure 18-17, 438
KGB, 361
lever locks, 359
locks, 469
Luckylock, 439
Tool figure 15-16, 358
variable, 438

improper use
locks, 102

improving designs
lock manufactures, 6

incidental master keys
key systems, 43
locks, 497

index of security
locks, 68

indirect code
definition, 267
keys, 43

indirect infringement
patents, 184

industrial property
Paris convention, 167

industry standards
definitions, 257
failure to adhere to, 100
legal liability, 128

information
hidden about locks, 567
from keys and locks, 479

infringement of IP and patents
lock manufacturers, 6, 7
patents, 183

injunctions
patents, 186
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innovation
not invented here problem, 601

input devices
lock standards, 147
locks, 146

insecurity engineering
case examples, 571
categories of cases, 571
definition, 3
examples, 14
expertise, 25
failure of imagination, 574
liability, 4

insider threats
against lock companies, 205
locks, 62

Instakey
programmable lock, 248

insufficient warnings
defective products, 113

integrated circuits
attacks against, 560

integrity of locks
attacks against, 388, 588

intellectual property
lock manufacturers, 6
protection of, 163

intelligence
within locks, 32

intelligence about targets
design rules, 608

interactive pin design
figure 13-20, 304
Mul-T-Lock, 304
interactive pins

interchangeable core locks
control key, 262
control key decoding, 493
definition, 268

interface attacks
design rules, 611

internal components
attacks against, 593

internal tolerances
exploit of, 158

Internet information
design rules, 611

interstate communications

threats, 203
inventions

definition under patent law, 170
naming of inventor, 174
nondisclosure of, 180

Iowa American company
forced entry tools, 407
K-tool, 410

IP protection
by lock manufacturers, 6

J
jamb

definition, 268
jamb spreaders

forced entry, 409
figure 17-23, 409

jiggle keys
covert entry, 433
figure 18-13, 433

jimmying
forced entry, 405

John Falle
decoding system, 41
dimple lock attack, 295
Pin and Cam decoder, 498

K
Kaba 5800 lock

figure 1-6, 13
Kaba InSync lock

figure 1-4, 11
Kaba simplex 1000 lock

figure 1-11, 18
legal liability, 128

key
3D printed, 512

key-based
digital cylinders, 305

key bitting
rules of manufacturer, 499
visual inspection of, 499

key blade
definition, 260

key blanks
definition, 272
expired patents, 216
impressioning marks, 440
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lead impressioning system, 438
overlay, 491
picking by, 431

key changes
standards, 144

key codes
rules about, 487
standardized, 478

key control
advanced attacks on, 507
attacks on, 43
authorization cards, 213
BHMA 156.30, 155
compromise of, 217, 495
concept, 43
copying with wax, 357
decoder, 268
liability for statements, 211
locks, 32
locksmiths defeat, 212
manufacturers, 212
organizational, 229
security policies, 229
standards, 143, 149
3D printer technology, 43, 511
3D printing, 509
UL 437, 149, 153

key designs
EVVA 3KS, 288
figure 13-19, 303
Mul-T-Lock, 305
security issues, 209

key duplicating
key duplicating machine, 235
key duplicating shops, 213
restricted, 215
3D printers, 219
violation of law by locksmiths, 216
warranty violations, 215

key gauge
definition, 268

key generation systems
figure 20-10, 473

key interchange
definition, 262, 268
exploit, 496

key locks
standards, 138

key machines
computer right, 218
Fenby permutating, 364
Henry Gossman, 235
permutating, 357
sophisticated, 218
3D printers, 219

key milling
definition, 268

key picking
definition, 268

key profile
mapping of, 520

key simulation
key control, 217

key systems
incidental master keys, 43
reusable, 472
variable generation, 472

keyhole
definition, 268

keying levels
definition, 269

keying symbols
definition, 268

keying systems
attacks, 477, 489
change keys, 42
legal issues, 209
locks, 42
maison, 488
reverse engineering, 499

keyless entry
car attacks, 566

keys
access control, 305
actual combinations, 43
attack strategies, 477, 478
attacks against, 388
bitting, 482
bitting designs, 43, 301
bitting sequence, 229
bitting system, 301
bump key creation, 493
changing bitting, 490
copying, 492
copying methods of, 498
counterfeit, 43
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counterfeit blanks, 488
counterfeit protection against, 7
cut angle, 263
decoding of, 220, 222
depth and spacing, 265
depth and spacing information, 484
depth coding, 43
depth keys, 265
design rules, 599
differs, 224
direct codes, 43
double-bitted, 266
double-cutting, 266
duplication of, 44, 218
electronic locks bypass, 451
figure 13-19, 303
iLOQ, 14
impressioning of, 222
indirect code, 267
information about online, 497
information from, 44, 479, 482
key codes, 482
key control, 43
legal restrictions, 215
locks, 42
Madelin, 223
magnetic pins, 300
master key systems, 483
milling, 268
modification of, 491
movable elements, 304, 482
movable elements attacks, 479
overlay insertion, 491
patent infringement, 215
physical design of, 482
physical examination of, 483
positional master key system, 229
protection of, 477
replication of, 44, 222, 492, 601
reusable systems, 472
rights amplification, 43, 223, 489
scanning of, 488
signatures of, 601
simulation of, 32, 43, 44, 220
software and hardware-based, 305
special industry, 481
spoofing, 601
stamped, 16

system keys, 492
theoretical combinations, 43
tryout, 435
variable key generation systems,  

221
visual decoding of, 220
visual inspection of, 499

keys and credentials
attacks against, 591
locks, 381

keys and locks
rules, 23

keys 3D printed
figure 22-6, 518

keyway access
latch or bolt, 392
locks, 300

keyway designs
keying systems, 44

keyway restrictions
circumvention, 216

keyway warding
attacks against, 479
modification of, 490

keyways
attacks against, 479
attacks through, 300
compromise of, 435
definition, 269
figure 12-6, 269
figure 13-6, 291
locks, 381
open ended, 15
paracentric, 272, 291
restricted, 49, 215
scan 3D printer software, 521
sectional, 488
secure in locks, 34
signature, 481
virtual, 22, 225
virtual defeat of, 497
wards, 240
width for covert entry, 435

KGB
lock design, 255

KGB picking tools
figure 15-24, 372
warded locks, 352
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knock-off keys
cutting keys, 214

knowledge of locks
failure of, 572

knowledge required
vulnerability assessment, 623

Kryptonite bike lock
attacks against, 561
bypass, 14
opening, 83

K-tool
forced entry, 410

Kwikset Kevo
electronic locks, 311
figure 13-31, 314
lock design, 311

Kwikset lawsuit
patent infringement, 163

Kwikset locks
design failure, 580
opening, 83

Kwikset SmartKey
Lock, 300
figure 13-1, 287
wafer lock, 286

L
laches

patents, 185
laptop locks

defeats magnetics, 393
laser track

lock design, 296
laser track keys

figure 13-12, 298
latch or bolt

keyway access, 392
Laws of Motion and physics

Newton, 24, 394
Rules, 23

lawyers
role in vulnerability assessment, 617

lead impressioning system
Martin, 438

legal defense
state-of-the-art, 129

legal issues
keying systems, 209

master key systems, 226
Twelve Tables, 107
warning exemptions, 116

legal liability
alternative design, 124
caveat emptor, 108
civil law, 106
constructive knowledge of risk, 128
consumer safety disregard, 101
criminal law, 106
defective product, 113, 118, 128
defenses against, 127
design defects, 115
due care in design, 128
duty to warn, 115
elements of proof, 128
expert lock manufacturers, 128
failure to disclose defects, 97
failure to fix products, 98
false representations, 93
fraud and misrepresentation, 92, 129
industry standards, 100, 128
Kaba simplex lock, 128
knowingly selling defective 

product, 126
locks, 103
MacPherson versus Buick Motor Car 

Company, 120
malfunction doctrine, 124
manufacturing defects, 114
marketing defects, 115
Medeco case study, 127
merchantability, 118
misconduct in products, 99
misrepresentation about products, 99
misuse of product, 128
negligence and privity of contract, 118, 

120, 121
negligence proof, 128
non-manufacturers, 129
origins of, 106
post-sale warning, 95
privity of contract, 109
post-sale issues, 115
product design, 125
products liability, 90
reasonable foreseeability, 128
risk-utility analysis, 124
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security, 89
sophisticated user doctrine, 117
specific actions, 102
state-of-the-art, 128
strict liability, 121, 122
use of product, 95
warning of design defects, 115
warranties, 118

levels of threat
design defects, 198

lever tumbler locks
advancements of, 243
barrel and curtain design, 365
Barron Robert, 244, 354
belly decoding, 356
belly reading decoding, 362
bypass, 352
Canadian postal, 354
Decoder, 466
decoding by sound, 369
development, 242
early methods of picking, 359
figure 11-10, 243
figure 11-14, 249
figure 15-12, 353
figure 15-13, 354
figure 20-1, 465
gates, 244
impressioning techniques, 358
keys expanding bits, 364
KGB impressioning, 360
locks, 30
mapping of the tumblers, 359
methods of attack, 355
methods of opening, 366
Newell, 247
opening, 363, 464 
over-lifting tumblers, 360
Parsons balanced lever, 247
picking programmable tool, 360
picking tool figure 15-18, 360
pressure against bolt, 366
security pins, 364
traps for false keys, 355
Tucker and Reeves, 249
Universal Belly Reader, 466

leverage
forced entry, 405

liability
attack times, 74
defective products, 112
design defects in locks, 195
false advertising, 211
keying system design, 209
legal, 4
lock standards, 151
standard of care, 107
3T2R rule, 68

liability avoidance
privity of contract, 111

liability case
Hemingson versus Bloomfield 

Motors, 111
liability law

locks, 105
liquids

bypass of locks, 14
Lishi picking tool

figure 15-30, 376
picking, 41

lock assembly
attacks against, 389

lock attacks
last 100 years, 371
laws of physics, 24
time measurement, 70

lock bodies
attacks against, 588

lock bumping
advertising, 211
bump keys, 225
covet entry, 41
definition, 261
examples of bumping of locks, 15
figure 1-1, 8
Medeco, 538
methods of, 58
protocols, 57
standards, 141
time delay, 71

lock cylinders
shimming of, 499

lock decoders
Sound Wave Decoder, 528

lock defeats
Antwerp diamond heist, 555
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positive attitude, 605
lock defects

reasonable foreseeability, 128
lock designs

alternatives, 101
ASSA twin, 321
damages for defects, 197
design rules and vulnerabilities, 616
eCLIQ, 306
good ideas, 573
KGB, 256
laser track, 296
legal liability, 103
lessons, 29
MACS, 224
magnetic fields, 299
Medeco, 298
Medeco M4, 294
Middle Ages, 294
nitinol wire, 393
rotating pin tumbler, 296
rules, 64
side bit milling, 320
3T2R Rule, 67
use of plastics, 394
VA team selection, 54
vulnerabilities, 52
vulnerability assessment teams, 50

lock developments
history, 28

lock engineers
expertise required, 27

lock experts
covert entry, 459

lock manufacturers
arrogance, 102
as experts, 128
design mistakes, 35
disclosure of defects, 13
expertise, 6
extortion attempts, 202
insider threats, 206
intellectual property, 6
responsibilities, 4
threats of exposure, 203

lock materials
characteristics, 33

lock modification

design rules, 606
lock openings

shims, 594
lock parts

visual decoding, 499
lock picking

burglars, 612
covert entry, 425
England, 366
figure 18-2, 425
kits, 424
reverse, 255

lock plug
figure 2-3, 44

lock scan displays
figure 23-4, 534

lock scanners
C.O.F.E.D., 527
capabilities, 532
Madelin, 527
output display, 535
process, 531
visualization, 534

lock security
sidebars, 228
threats, 53

lock standards
BHMA 156.30, 133
bump key, 152
decoding attacks, 152
key control, 149
liability, 151
mechanical bypass, 154
rapping test, 146
rules relating to, 133

lock types
basic designs, 29

locking components
movable, 383

locking elements
attacks against, 479
external attacks, 389

locking systems
figure 13-28, 311
first of, 235
mechanical bypass, 36
secondary, 488
sidebars, 319
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locks
advanced attacks against, 459
AFTE, 36
anti-bumping, 34
anti-bumping pins, 301
anti-drill barriers, 34
anti-drill pin, 300, 397
application of force, 578
arithmetic attacks, 363
Assa Abloy CLIQ, 306
attack methods, 577
attack strategies, 478
attack types, 385
attacks against, 341, 460, 479
attacks against keys, 388
attacks strategies, 460
attacks with explosives, 368
audit trails, 46, 76
axial pin tumbler, 30, 258, 296
bitting design, 301
bolts, 384
Brahma, 342
broaching, 240
bump keys, 42, 293
bumping, 41
bypass buttons, 392
bypass by magnetic fields, 23
bypass fundamentals, 35
change keys, 42
choosing methods of attack, 420
clever designs, 600
comparison of high security, 318
complexity, 26
compromise of, 36
consumer use of, 102
conventional classification, 31
conventional locks selection, 315
conventional vulnerabilities, 291
copying defective designs, 393
covert attacks, 387
covert entry, 76
covert hybrid attacks, 391
covert methods of entry, 417
critical thinking about, 601
deadbolt attacks, 581
decoding, 41
decoding attacks against, 388
decoding by disassembling, 498

decoding information from, 441
decoding methods, 524, 582
defeat of credentials, 606
defective designs, 195
definitions, 257
design changes, 565
design defects, 197, 198
design failures, 18
design rules, 599
designs and testing, 379
destructive attacks, 395
differs, 224
digital door lock designs, 391
digital fingerprints, 523
dimple, 30, 294
disassembly of, 43
disc tumbler lock, 252
DMCA, 203
do not duplicate, 607
double-detainer theory, 289
drilling, 398
drilling attacks, 396, 397
drilling of, 401
Egyptian pin tumbler, 237
electronic, 310
electronic attacks, 314, 447, 568
electronic authentication, 315
electronic decoding systems, 524
electronic elements attacks, 448, 592
electronic scanners, 524
electronic vulnerabilities, 447
energy harvesting, 307
engineers, 27
enhancements, 34
entry holes, 22
evidence of bypass, 36
evidence of entry, 46
exploits of, 461
extortion attempts, 202
false gates, 301
ferrous elements in, 497
ferrous materials, 35
foil impressioning, 470
force applied against, 396
forced attacks, 385
forced entry, 75
forced entry tools, 403
forensic analysis, 36
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forensic evidence, 46
forensic examination, 45
future attacks, 373
gate design, 34
gates, 383
hardware constraints, 576
hidden information about, 567
high-security, 32
high-security attributes, 304
high-security locks selection, 315
high-security mechanical, 302, 304
historical development, 343
history of, 233, 279
Hobbs protector lock, 248
hybrid, 30
hybrid attack techniques, 41, 80
hybrid electronic, 311
hybrid forced attacks, 386
hybrid mechanical designs, 294
impenetrable appearance, 607
impressioning, 14
impressioning systems, 469
impressioning tools, 470
information about, 487
input devices, 146
insider threats, 62
integrated circuits attacks, 560
intelligence from, 32, 479
internal attacks against, 593
internal tolerance exploits, 158
key control, 32
key control attacks, 509
key duplicating machine, 235
keying systems, 42
keys and credentials, 381
keys with software, 305
keyway access, 300
keyways open ended, 14
lack of imagination, 564
lack of knowledge, 572
laws of physics, 36
lever tumbler, 30
lever tumbler development, 242
magnetic components, 35
magnetic field attacks, 389
magnetic pins, 300
magnetics, 35
major crimes, 370

malfunctions and liability, 101
master keying levels, 42
material limitations, 576
mechanical and arithmetic attacks, 363
mechanical bypass, 36, 494
mechanical electronic interface, 384
Medeco BIAXIAL, 293
Medeco locks, 23
methods of entry, 421
microprocessor attacks, 441
minor changes, 125
motion transfer components, 384
movable components, 383
movable elements, 34
NDA agreements, 201
never say never, 607
notification of defect, 189
open keyways, 14
openings, 389, 443, 560, 589
organizations, 258
paracentric keyways, 291
physical integrity, 388
piezoelectric effect, 525
pin tumbler, 30, 288, 289
plug retaining components, 384
plugs and keyways, 381
primary components, 379
primary vulnerabilities, 419
product liability, 104
programmable, 43
re-keyable, 43
reverse picking of, 595
RFID, 21
rotating disc, 30, 288
scanner capabilities, 532
scanner designs, 527
scanner tools, 524, 525
secondary security layers, 384
secrets within, 604
security classifications, 31
security definition, 53
security features, 34
security layers, 390
security modifications, 614
security pins, 34, 301
security standards, 609
selection of, 315
selection criteria, 315
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shear line, 290, 381
shear line attacks, 387, 595
shell or housing, 380
side bit milling, 19, 31, 34
sidebar, 30
sidebar designs, 34, 320
sidebar use, 319
sidebars, 294, 383
simple attacks against, 602
simulated keys, 32
spring-loaded mechanisms, 18
standards, 131, 138
standards and criteria, 34
standards organizations, 132, 137, 283
strengths tests, 147
surreptitious entry, 76
technology development, 233
testing using torque, 33
theory of operation, 29
threat level criteria, 198
3T2R rule, 41
tolerance attacks, 387, 496
tolerance testing, 146
torque to open, 33
trade groups, 235
tryout keys, 496
UL standards, 137
ultrasonic scanners, 525
Underwriters Laboratories, 137
unintended consequences, 391
upgrades to products, 601
use of plastics, 603
using plastic keys, 591
vulnerabilities of, 36
vulnerability analysis, 379
vulnerability assessment, 49
vulnerability assessment program, 53
vulnerability assessment reports, 63
wafer, 30
wafer tumbler, 253, 284
warded, 30
warded insecurity, 346
warded methods of entry, 347
why designs, 605
wireless authentication, 312
worm gears, 36
Yale pin tumbler, 250

locks are mechanical
design rules, 609

locks security
criteria for judging, 319

locks standards
BHMA, 133
UL, 133

locksmiths
as experts in vulnerabilities, 608
city ordinance violations, 216
contract violation, 215
dealer contracts violation of, 215
liability for damages, 210
patent infringement, 215
security issues, 210
tools availability, 83

loiding
definition, 269

London
Great Exhibition of 1851, 366

Luckylock
attacks, 436

M
MacPherson versus Buick 

Motor Company
legal liability, 120

MACS
definition, 269
figure 12-7, 270
lock design, 224
standards, 144

Madelin
decoding of keys, 223

Madelin lock scanner
locks, 527

magnetic attack Kaba
figure 1-11, 18

magnetic attacks
covert entry, 440
visa mag, 440

magnetic code system
definition, 267
design figure 14-22, 336
EVVA, 299, 334
figure 14-22, 334
key profile figure 14-25, 338
rotor design, 337

magnetic components
locks, 35

magnetic decoding
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covert attacks, 440
magnetic decoding attacks

against locks, 584
magnetic decoding film

visa mag, 338
magnetic elements

attacks on, 479
magnetic fields

using to attack, 389
application of, 497
attacks against locks, 299
bypass of locks, 17

magnetic fishing wire
electronic locks, 452

magnetic lock decoder
figure 15-26, 373

magnetic lock design
Mul-T-Lock, 335

magnetic locks
attacks of, 79, 584

magnetic release
solenoid bypass, 576

magnetic ring
figure 1-10, 17

magnetic wafer
figure 13-16, 300

magnetics
devil’s ring, 23
theory, 35

magnets
bypass of locks, 23

maison keying systems
locks, 488

malfunction doctrine
legal liability, 124

man-in-the-middle of attack
design rules, 617
cars, 566

management statements about security
design rules, 614

manipulation
standards, 144

manufacturers
design mistakes, 35
due care, 102
liability for damages, 210

manufacturing defects
legal liability, 114

manufacturing flaws
defective products, 113

mapping the tumblers
lever locks, 359

marketing
misconduct in, 99

marketing defects
legal liability, 115

Martin impressioning system
patent 4817406, 438
locks, 358

Mas-Hamilton X07
attacks against, 589

master key systems
analysis of keys, 229
design and information from, 483
diagram of, 42
extrapolation, 44
figure 2-2, 42
incidental keys, 43
information from keys, 483
legal issues, 226
level of, 269
procedures to decode, 505
progression, 488
security threats, 501
vulnerabilities, 44, 227

master keys
compromise of, 498
decoding of, 43
definition, 270
incidental, 43

master pin
definition, 270

materials and locks
characteristics, 33

materials limitations
locks, 576

maximum adjacent cut specification
definition, 269
lock design, 224

Maxum deadbolt
Medeco, 15

MCS
EVVA design, 334
EVVA locks, 299

MCS design
figure 14-22, 334
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MCS lock
magnetic attack, 440

MCS rotor design
figure 14-24, 337

mechanical bypass
definition, 270
locks, 36, 494
standards, 154

mechanical bypass of locks
cylinders, 36

mechanical electronic interface
locks, 384

mechanical locking elements
covert attacks, 390

mechanical locks
conventional, 283
designs, 29

Medeco
ARX pins, 302, 468
case study, 537
code setting keys, 432, 537, 586
double cutting keys, 266
lock design, 298
sidebar codes, 540
sidebar design, 165
simulated keys, 541
Tobias Bluzmanis, 537

Medeco ARX pins
figure 13-18, 302

Medeco BIAXIAL
decoder, 469
definition, 259
figure 12-2, 259
figure 14-11, 329
figure 14-13, 330
lock design, 328
locks, 293

Medeco cam lock
figure 13-14, 299

Medeco case study
lock design, 601
possible liability, 127

Medeco code setting keys
design, 127
figure 3_1, 61

Medeco coding
pin tumblers, 329

Medeco cutaway of m3
figure 14-16, 331

Medeco decoder
figure 20-3, 468

Medeco design
Original, 327
overview, 539

Medeco design issue
locks, 565

Medeco high-security cylinder
definition, 270

Medeco locks
bumping, 83, 538
differs, 540
formation, 320
3T2R rule, 83

Medeco m3
bypass, 23
case study, 604
cutaway figure 14-18, 332
definition, 269
figure 14-15, 331
locks, 23
plug drilling attacks, 397
sliver figure 14-17, 332
U.S. Patent, 331

Medeco M4
lock design, 228, 294
side bit milling, 332
figure 14-19, 332
figure 14-20, 333
side bit milling, 332

Medeco Maxum deadbolt
attacks of, 581
figure 1-8, 15

Medeco pin positions
figure 14-14, 330

Medeco pin rotation
diagram of, 329

Medeco pin tumbler design
locks, 326

Medeco plug
figure 24-1, 539

Medeco rotation angles
figure 14-12, 329

Medeco sidebar design
figure 14-10, 327
photographs, 539
tumbler interaction, 326

Medeco sidebar legs
figure 24-3, 544
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Medeco sidebar lock
figure 12-8, 271

media comments about security
design rules, 615

members
vulnerability assessment teams,  

56
methods of attack

choosing against locks, 420
design rules, 611

methods of entry
locks, 421

methods of forced entry
locks, 414

metrics in security
3T2R rule, 68

Middle Ages
lock design, 242

milling
of keys, 268

milling machines
key duplication, 219

minor changes
design rules, 623
of locks, 125
security vulnerabilities, 623

misconduct
defense, 127

misleading statements
lock bumping, 212

misrepresentation about products
legal liability, 99

misuse of product
legal liability, 128

MIT students 3D keys
3D printed key, 512

modern locks
history of, 279

modification of designs
locks, 606

modification of products
patents, 166

modifying
keyway wards, 490

mortise cylinder
definition, 270

motor attacks electronic locks
compromise in electronic locks, 574
electronic locks, 453

movable detainer
definition, 270

movable elements
locks, 34
in keys, 304
keys, 479
of keys, 482
magnetics in key, 300

M-SCAN
lock scanner, 528

multi-section blank
definition, 272

Mul-T Lock mt5+
figure 13-22, 305

Mul-T-Lock
dimple design, 295
interactive pins, 304
magnetic lock design, 335
telescoping tumbler, 296

Mul-T-Lock pins
figure 13-10, 296

Mul-T-Lock printed key
figure 22-3, 513

mushroom tumbler
definition, 272
figure 12-10, 272

N
NDA agreements

locks, 201
Nedwell patent

lock scanner, 526
locks, 526

negligence
in design, 100
legal liability, 118, 121
in manufacturing, 100
in product design, 100
proof of, 128

negligence and privity of contract
legal liability, 120

never say never
lock defeats, 607

new designs
design rules, 614

new locks
design rules, 606

Newell parautopic lock
lever lock, 247
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Newton
figure 1-12, 19
laws of motion, 24, 394
Third law of motion 3T2R, 41

NFC
lock design, 255

nitinol wire
defeats of, 393
defective designs, 575

no more secrets
design rules, 621

non-critical components
importance of, 620

nondisclosure agreements
consulting, 201

non-manufacturers
legal liability, 129

non-obviousness
patents, 177

nonprovisional patents
application, 172

not invented here
design rules, 601

not making sense
design rules, 622

notification
of defects., 200
of lock defects, 187

notification of defects
assessment of issue, 194
internal procedures, 193
priority, 195
protocols, 188, 198
to consumers, 189

novelty
patent requirements, 177

O
observation ability in team members

design rules, 612
occurrences unexplained

design rules, 613
open keyways

locks, 14
openings and locks

attacks, 589
attacks against, 389
covert entry, 443

in locks, 22, 560
shim wire attacks, 594

openings and vulnerabilities
design rules, 610

organizational key control
key control, 229

P
padlocks

attacks against electronics, 595
bypass of, 579
development, 242

paperclip attacks
bypass of locks, 12
figure 1-5, 12
hotel safes, 594

paracentric keyway
definition, 272
figure 12-11, 272
locks, 291

parautopic lock
lever lock, 247

Parsons lever lock
figure 11-13, 248
lever locks, 247

partnership agreements
patents, 175

patent application
primary parts of, 175

Patent Cooperation Treaty
patents, 168

patent criteria
United States, 165

patent EP 2834438
scanner, 526

patent infringement
criteria, 183
defenses of, 184
duplication of keys, 215
lock manufacturers, 6
locksmith, 215
remedies for, 186

patent law
England, 167
history of, 166
overview of, 169
United States Overview, 169
Venetian patent statute, 167
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patent office
web address, 182

patent origins
U.S. Constitution, 167

patent protection
by lock manufacturers, 6
lock manufacturers, 6

patent requirement
utility, 177

patent rights
not covered, 178
patents, 171

patent treaties
international, 167

patents
abstract of, 176
acts to invalidate, 180
advantages of filing, 181
American Inventors Protection Act, 169
background, 176
claim, 175
classification system, 183
criteria for issuance, 176
damages, 186
design patents, 170
direct infringement, 184
employment agreements, 174
European patent convention 1977, 167
field of invention, 176
filing in United States, 172, 173, 181
first to file rule.12.8, 173
former employee, 175
history of, 166
indirect infringement, 184
injunctions, 186
intellectual property, 163
invalidation of, 180
invalidation of application, 179
laches, 185
legal requirements for filing, 173
life and validity, 178
misuse of, 185
modifications of products, 166
naming inventor, 174
non-obviousness, 177
nonprovisional applications, 172
novelty, 177
obtaining in United States, 172

Paris convention, 167
partnership agreements, 175
PCT, 168
piezo decoder patent, 180
plant, 171
preferred embodiment, 176
primary parts of application, 175
prior art, 180
provisional applications, 172
relation to security, 165
remedies for infringement, 186
rights, 171, 178
search tools, 182
shop rights, 175, 185
specification, 175
statutory criteria for issuance, 176
Title 35, 165
Trip S Agreement, 168
types of, 170
utility, 170, 176

patents don’t mean security
design rules, 607

patents expired
key blanks, 216

patents meaning of
design rules, 606

path of least resistance
design rules, 607

permutating key machines
lever locks, 357

Peterson axial lock decoder
covert entry, 431

Philo Felter
wafer lock design, 284

physics laws
defeat of, 604
and locks, 36

pick guns
covert entry, 426

pick resistance
156.30, 158
standards, 144, 145
UL 437, 150

picking of locks
complex forms of, 150
covert entry, 38
definition, 273
England, 366
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lever locks, 359
Lishi tool, 41
reverse, 431, 595
simultaneous, 431
tolerances, 41

picking tools
KGB, 372
warded locks, 351

piezo decoder patent
investigation, 180

piezo measurement
decoding, 442

piezoelectric effect
locks, 525

piggyback attacks
electronic locks, 450

Pin and Cam decoder
Definition, 464
John Fall, 498

Pin Lock Decoder system
John Falle, 466, 467, 498
locks, 467

pin tumbler lock
components figure 12-4, 263
definition, 273
development of, 237
driver pin, 266
figure 11-17, 251
figure 11-18, 251
figure 12-9, 271
Linus Yale, 243
lock design, 296
locks, 30
opening techniques, 464
pin stack definition, 273
principles of operation, 289
origins of, 344
rapping, 273
reverse picking, 431
security attacks, 344
shearing of, 406
Yale, 367

pinning restrictions
MACS, 224

plant patents
patents, 171

plastic
and lock designs, 394

plastic keys
attacks against locks, 591

plasticine
impressioning keys, 356

plasticine impressioning
locks, 471

plasticine impressioning system
figure 15-15, 356
Martin Newton, 356

plug and sidebar
figure 2-3, 45

plug of lock
definition, 273
figure 2-3, 44
locks, 381
locks bypass, 14

pneumatic pressure
forced entry, 411

police
as experts in locks, 608

positional master key system
analysis of, 229

post-sale issues
legal, 115

post-sale warnings
product liability, 95

pounding
of locks, 404

price of security products
design rules, 618

primary components
locks, 379

Primus lock design
sidebar, 325
Schlage, 324

prior art
patents, 180

prioritize realistic attacks
design rules, 623

privity in contracts
horizontal, 122
legal liability, 109, 122
vertical, 123

processor reset
covert attacks, 441

product defects
definition of legal liability, 92

product design
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legal liability, 125
legal liability origin, 106
negligence, 100
reasonable care, 102
risk-utility testing, 100

product liability
consumer safety disregard, 101
defects, 96
design defects, 90, 91
development of, 104
duty to recall, 96
failure to remedy problems, 98
failure to warn, 94
foreseeability of defect, 95
improper use of product, 102
legal actions to trigger, 102
malfunctions, 101
marketing failures, 99
post-sale warning, 95
seller’s liability, 107
understanding by lock 

manufacturers, 9
upgrades, 119

product upgrades
liability, 119

product warnings
failure of, 100

profile cylinder breaker tools
locks, 403

programmable
lock, 43

programmable keys
warded locks, 352

programmable lever lock kit
impressioning, 359

programmable locks
Kwikset, 248

programs
3D printing, 514

progression
master key systems, 488

protection of patents and intellectual 
property

by lock manufacturers, 6
provisional applications

patent, 172
prying

locks, 404

pulling attacks
forced entry, 401

punching attacks
forced entry, 412

push button locks
attacks against, 557, 610
bypass, 13

R
radio frequency attacks

BHMA 156.30, 159
radiographic techniques

decoding, 499
rake picking

pick guns, 427
figure 18-7, 427

R&D costs
design rules, 600

rapping attacks
BHMA 156.30, 160
definition, 273
electronic locks, 447
standards, 146

ratchet mechanisms
defeat of, 394

recalls
design defects, 197

reliability
3T2R rule, 83

remedies
extortion attempts, 204

removable core cylinder
definition, 273

repair doctrine
legal liability, 119

repeatability of exploit
3T2R rule, 83

replication of keys
design rules, 604
key control, 217
key duplication, 222

reports
vulnerability assessment,  

62
reset attacks

electronic locks, 453
reset buttons

bypass of, 392
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reset function exploit
electromechanical locks, 453

resource allocation
design rules, 610

responsibilities
by lock manufacturers, 4

restricted key blanks
circumvention of, 216
cutting of, 214

restricted keyways
definition, 273
DoD, 215
locks, 489
overlay bitting insert, 221

retailers
legal liability, 129

reusable key generation
figure 20-9, 473

reverse picking
figure 1-5, 12
pin tumbler, 431
wafer locks, 255

reverse picking attacks
against locks, 595

RF attacks
BHMA 156.30, 159

RFID
locks, 21

rights amplification
covert entry, 431
keys, 43, 223, 478, 489

rim cylinder
definition, 273

ripping
forced entry, 406

risk-utility analysis
legal liability, 124

risks
constructive knowledge of, 128

risk-utility test
product design, 100

rocker picks
covert entry, 426

Roman keys
figure 15-2, 346

Roman law
liability, 107
origins of liability, 107

Roman locks
early design, 239
warded, 239

root of key
definition, 263

Ross Anderson book
Security Engineering, 5, 36

rotating disc
locks, 30

rotating pin tumblers
lock design, 296

rotating tumbler design
Medeco, 326

rotor access
electronic locks, 454

rules
keys and locks, 23
laws of physics, 23
lock design, 599
locks, 41
suggested for a lock design, 64

S
safe

standards, 131
safe designs

with solenoids, 575
sales engineers and security knowledge

design rules, 618
Sargent Keso

figure 13-8, 295
SAVTA

development of, 235
sawing attacks

locks, 396
scanner

M-SCAN, 528
Sound Wave Decoder graphics,  

532
scanner designs

locks, 527
scanner display

locks, 534
Sound Wave Decoder, 529, 534

scanners
lock process, 531
locks, 524
patents, 526
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Schlage
Smartkey lawsuit, 163

Schlage electromechanical lock
figure 13-30, 313

Schlage Everest
figure 13-21, 304

Schlage Primus
figure 14-7, 325
figure 14-8, 326
figure 14-9, 326
lock design, 324
3D printed, 512

scoring of security
3T2R rule, 83

screws
forced entry, 403

search tools
patents, 182

secondary locking systems
modifying, 491
security, 488

secrets
about security, 621

secrets and locks
design rules, 604

sectional keyways
keys, 488

secure keyways
locks, 34

security
confidence about, 617
criteria for judging, 319
definition of, 53
in products, 53
liability, 89
mistaken beliefs, 617
not an equation, 619

security against attacks
time delay, 71

security and confidence
design rules, 617

security and designs
design rules, 619

security and liability
design rules, 605, 615

security and patents
patents do not mean security, 607

security and price
security effectiveness, 618

security and productivity
design rules, 603

security and truth
design rules, 620

security arrogance
design rules, 618

security as a continuum
design rules, 602

security as concept
design rules, 608

security as effective
design rules, 602

security assessment
3T2R rule, 83

security assessment blinders
design rules, 618

security assessment considerations
design rules, 616

security assumptions
design rules, 614

security by obscurity
design rules, 618

security claims
biometric, 617

security classifications
locks, 31

security complacency
design rules, 618

security decisions
design rules, 614

security defeats
design rules, 615

security design input
design rules, 619

security design openness
design rules, 618

security device development
design rules, 616

security device tampering
design rules, 620

security devices defeat
design rules, 620

security engineering
distinguished from engineering, 618
Ross Anderson, 5, 36

security engineering differences
design rules, 618

security enhancement
in locks, 34, 300
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security features
locks, 34

security focus
design rules, 614

security is about time delay
design rules, 619

security is complicated
security rules, 602

security is optimization process
sign rules, 619
security is working

design rules, 617
security issues

ignored, 616
keying systems, 209
notification of, 189

security layers
attacks against, 479
decoding of, 493
neutralization of, 390
secondary for locks, 384

security measures and failures
design rules, 619

security messenger
design rules, 614

security metrics
3T2R rule, 68

security mindset
design rules, 617

security pin tumblers
figure 13-18, 302

security pins
definition, 272, 273
locks, 34, 301

security problems existence
design rules, 616

security rating
3T2R rule, 68
locks, 83

security resource allocation
design rules, 600, 610

security standards and actual security
design rules, 620
meaning design rules, 619
value of, 609

security technology
ramifications of new, 617

security technology hype

design rules, 614
security testing criteria

design rules, 621
security that everyone uses

design rules, 614
security theater

design rules, 603
security transparency

design rules, 618
security vulnerabilities

common sense, 617
conventional lock, 291
ignoring, 609
inability to imagine, 617
notification of, 188
repeatedly searching for, 617
what ifs, 615

security vulnerabilities and mathematics
design rules, 619

security vulnerabilities missed
design rules, 623

security vulnerability denial
design rules, 615

security vulnerability evidence
design rules, 609

seller’s liability
product liability, 107

serrated pins
lever locks, 364

SFIC
definition, 268

shear line
attacks against, 44
creation of, 290, 399
definition, 273
figure 12-12, 273
locks, 381

shear line attacks
description of, 44
locks, 387, 595

shear line creation
figure 13-5, 290
pin tumbler locks, 400, 491

shear line drilling
cylinders, 400
locks, 400

shear line forced attacks
locks, 411
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shearing attacks
locks, 396

shell of lock
definition, 273

shell or housing
locks components, 380

shim attacks
electronic locks, 452

shim wire attacks
against openings, 594

shim wires
decoding of locks, 498

shimming of locks
examples, 15

shims
bypass techniques, 13
covert entry width, 443
decoding systems, 467

shock
forced entry, 411

shop rights
patent, 175, 185

side bit milling
figure 1-2, 9
figure 14-2, 321
finger pin design, 322, 323
in locks, 228
lock designs, 320
locks, 19, 31, 34
modification of, 431
patents, 321

side pin design
ASSA V10, 323
interaction with sidebar, 325

sidebar
bumping of, 587
attacks electronic locks, 455
codes definition, 540
comparison of use, 320
defeat with plastic keys, 591
definition, 274
design of Medeco, 165
diagram figure 12-13, 275
figure 11-18, 251
locks, 30, 294, 320, 383
Medeco, 539
Protection of, 228
Wafers, 286

sidebar designs
figure 14-3, 322
locks, 34
similar, 321

sidebar interaction
with side pins, 325

sidebar lock
Briggs & Stratton, 255, 284
definition, 274
figure 12-8, 271
original patent, 255
picking of, 587

Sigma breaking tools
locks, 407

signature picks
figure 18-14, 434

silicone
use in attacks, 589
impressioning keys, 356

Silvera (Aldo)
picking tools, 374

simple attacks against complex security
design rules, 615

simple design errors
design rules, 619

simple solutions
complex problems, 604

simulated keys
figure 2-1, 32
locks, 32
Medeco, 541
simulated Medeco keys figure 24-2,  

543
simulation

of keys, 43, 220
skeleton keys

figure 15-7, 350
warded locks, 242, 349

slam hammer
forced entry attacks, 412

SLS technology
3D printing, 514

small openings
locks, 22

SmartKey locks
Attacks against, 580
Kwikset, 248, 300
Schlage lawsuit, 163
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solenoids
bypass of, 576
in safe designs, 575

Sophisticated User doctrine
legal liability, 117

sound
used for decoding, 369

Sound Wave Decoder
display, 532
figure 23-2, 530
locks, 528
output figure 23-6, 535

source of threats
design rules, 621

specification
patents, 175

spreading
forced entry, 406

spring-loaded mechanisms
locks, 18

springs
failure to use, 394
failure to use in locks, 579

Sputnik pick tool
covert entry, 430
figure 15-29, 375
figure 18-10, 430

standard 156.30
testing deficiencies, 153

standard of care
liability, 107

standards
ASTM, 138
BHMA 156.30, 142, 304
BHMA 156.5, 146
conductive liquids, 146
covert entry, 141
cycle tests, 147
decoding of locks, 145
destructive testing, 144
differs, 143
drill resistance, 144
electrified input devices, 147
electrostatic discharge testing, 146
forced entry, 141
high-security, 142
high-security locks, 131
high-security locks criteria, 304

hybrid attack, 79
key changes, 144
key control, 143
lock bumping, 141
locks, 138
locks and safe, 138
manipulation, 144
pick resistance, 145
rapping, 146
reliance on, 606
rules relating to, 133
strength tests, 147
surreptitious entry, 144
testing deficiencies, 78
testing deficiencies in BHMA, 153
tolerance tests, 146
tools utilized, 559
3T2R rule, 78
visual key control, 143

standards and criteria
lock, 34

standards and good guys
design rules, 617

standards and testing
false results, 100

standards deficiencies
UL 437, 148

standards for locks
locks, 131

standards organization
locks, 132, 137, 283

state-of-the-art technology
legal defense, 129
lock manufacturers, 6

Statute of Monopolies
English, 167

stereolithography technology
3D printing, 512

STP 0140
Underwriters Laboratories, 137

STP 0437
Underwriters Laboratories, 137

strength tests
locks, 147

strict liability
legal liability, 121, 122

strike
definition, 274
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surreptitious entry
locks, 76
standards, 144

SWD decoder
C.O.F.E.D., 530

system keys
locks, 492

T
tailpiece

definition, 266, 274
target selection by attackers

design rules, 610
team members

vulnerability assessment, 59
techniques of decoding

locks, 41
telescoping tumblers

figure 13-10, 296
Mul-T-Lock, 296

temperature extremes
forced entry attacks, 412

temporary security solutions
design rules, 614

tension wrench
lock picking, 426

terminology
lock, 257

test results
falsification of, 100

testing exploits
locks, 613

testing of locks
vulnerability assessment process, 60
destructive, 144
tolerance, 146

testing protocols
UL 437, 148

theoretical combinations
of keys, 43

theoretical key changes
definition, 274

theory of operation
locks, 29

thermic lance attacks
forced entry, 413

thinking like bad guys
design rules, 617

threat assessment
locks, 53

threat levels
design defects, 198

threats
against lock companies, 203, 205
interstate communications of, 203
sources of, 621

threats and vulnerabilities
design rules, 621

3D printers and programs
capabilities, 514
FDM technology, 511
Formlabs, 512
key control, 507, 511
key machines, 219
key profile figure 22-5, 517
keys figure 22-2, 512
mapping of keys, 520
output, 517
SLA technology, 512
selective laser sintering, 514
UL 437, 153
vulnerabilities, 43
wax casting, 514

3D printing software
AT Security, 514
specialized, 514

3T2R rule
audit trail defeat, 77
design rules, 606
hybrid attack, 78
lock design, 67
manufacturer’s use of, 83
Medeco locks, 83
numerical scoring, 83
reliability of exploit, 83
repeatability of exploit, 83
security assessment, 83
security rating, 68
tool assessments, 81
tools, 72
training, 83

time computation
attacks against locks, 69

time delay
against attacks, 68
lock attack, 71
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time measurement
attacks against locks, 70

time to attack
locks, 74

Title 35
U.S. patent code, 169

TMK
definition, 276
extrapolation of, 225, 228, 267,  

493
TMK decoding

procedures, 505
TMK extrapolation

intelligence before, 501
master key systems, 500

tolerances
attacks against, 387
definition, 276
exploiting of, 432, 496
lock picking, 41
standards and tests, 146

tool assessment
3T2R rule, 81

tools
attack methods, 83
available to locksmiths, 159
for testing, 159
impressioning, 41
locksmith, 83
special, 36
traditional, 36
3T2R rule, 72
use in standards, 159

tools and vulnerabilities
design rules, 610

tools in standards
unknown, 559

top level master key systems
decoding options, 505
definition, 276
extrapolation of, 225, 493

top pin
definition, 266, 276
figure 12-14, 276

torque
application of, 33
application to plug, 580
forced entry, 405
forced entry technique, 33

torque testing
locks, 33

torque tools
forced entry, 406

trade groups
locks, 235

train robbery
great train, 370

training
3T2R rule, 83

treaties
patents, 167

Triffault Alexandre
3D printing programs, 514

Trip S Agreement
patents, 168

triple-bitted lock
patent 2030837, 276

triple-bitted key
definition, 276

truth and security
design rules, 620

tryout keys
attacks by, 363
covert entry, 435
definition, 276
key systems, 44
locks, 496

tubular pin tumbler lock
definition 276
figure 12-1, 258

Tucker and Reeves
lever lock, 249

tumbler over-lift
lever locks, 360

U
U.S. patent 1514318

ABLOY, 319
U.S. patent 1965336

sidebar lock, 255
U.S. patent 2030837

triple-bitted key, 276
U.S. patent 2064818

comb picking, 429
U.S. patent 2763027

foil impressioning, 437
U.S. patent 3080744

original Medeco patent, 326
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U.S. patent 3499303
Medeco, 327

U.S. patent 3722340
Medeco, 327

U.S. patent 4377082
sidebar design, 320
sidebar designs, 320

U.S. patent 4393673
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 4434631
sidebar design, 320

U.S. patent 4635455
Medeco BIAXIAL, 327

U.S. patent 4638651
sidebar design, 320
sidebars, 320

U.S. patent 4715717
Schlage Primus, 325

U.S. patent 4723427
Medeco, 327

U.S. patent 4756177
Schlage Primus patent, 325
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 4815307
Schlage Primus, 325
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 4817406
foil impressioning, 438
William Martin impressioning, 358

U.S. patent 4966012
lock designs, 579

U.S. patent 5067335
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 5277042
the Club, 553

U.S. patent 5640865
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 5715717
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 5809816
Schlage Primus patent, 325
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 5845525
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 6134929
side bit milling, 321

U.S. patent 6477875
Medeco, 327
Medeco locks, 327

Medeco m3 lock, 330
U.S. patent 6945082

Medeco, 327
U.S patent 7213429

re-keyable lock, 163
U.S. patent 7434431

keying systems, 163
U.S. patent 7441431

tubular lock design, 296
U.S. patent 7775074

ARX pins, 301
U.S. patent 7963135

security pin, 301
U.S. patent 8074479

EVVA MCS attack, 335
U.S. patent 8997538

magnetic lock design, 335
U.S. patent

10563426, 79
U.S. patent 11629525

authentication of lock, 315
definition, 277
locks standards, 133

UL 437
attack resistance, 141
bumping, 150
complex picking, 150
deficiencies, 148
definitions and tests, 140
expertise in testing, 151
forced entry resistance, 151
impressioning, 150
key control, 149, 153
liability, 151
lock standards, 139
pick resistance, 150
standard Underwriters 

Laboratories, 138
3D printed key, 153
vulnerabilities, 148

UL 768
Underwriters Laboratories,  

138
UL 887

Underwriters Laboratories, 138
UL 1034

Underwriters Laboratories, 138
UL 2058

Underwriters Laboratories, 138
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UL and BHMA
standards, 139

UL standards
locks and safes, 138

ultrasonic scanners
locks, 525

undercuts and keys
Schlage Everest, 304

Underwriters Laboratories
definition, 277
standards, 133
STP 0140, 138
STP 0437, 138

Underwriters Laboratories 437 
standards

different tests, 140
Universal Belly Reader

lever locks, 466
universal pin tumbler system

John Falle, 472
upgrades

design rules, 601
lock design, 601

USB port
and locks, 393

use of products
product liability, 95

USPS
restricted keyways, 215

USPTO
web address, 182

utility
patent requirement, 177
patents, 170, 176

V
V10 ASSA

lock design, 321
VA team members

criteria, 56
variable key generation systems

figure 20-8, 472
impressioning, 438
John Falle, 472
keys, 221
locks, 472

vehicle anti-theft system
attacks against, 553
anti-theft device, 13

Venetian patent statute
origins of patents, 167

vertical
privity and liability, 123

vibration attacks
covert entry, 435
locks, 394

virtual keyway systems
altering, 490
defeat of, 225, 496
locks, 22

virtual shear line
definition, 277

visa mag
magnetic code system decoding, 338
magnetic field attacks, 440

visa mag images
figure 1-10, 17
figure 14-26, 338

visual decoding
of keys, 220
of lock parts, 499

visual key control
standards, 143

vulnerabilities
Bypass, 419
electronic locks, 455
identification of, 51
3D printing, 43

master key, 228
of lock, 36, 379
methods of attack, 622
notification of, 188
search for, 617
understanding of lock 

manufacturers, 6
vulnerabilities and risks

analysis restrictions design rules, 614
analysis tools design rules, 610
conceived of by design teams design 

rules, 610
design rules, 618
expecting to find design rules, 616
failure to identify design rules, 615
lock designs, 52

vulnerability assessment
design rules, 606, 617, 618
lock design, 49
program, 53
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process lock design, 60
reports, 63
team selection of, 50, 55, 59, 612
vulnerability cover-up design 

rules, 613

W
wafer locks

attacks on, 285
bypass, 12
characteristics of, 285
definition, 277
EVVA 3KS, 286
figure 11-20, 254
hybrid designs, 286
Kwikset SmartKey, 286
locks, 30, 253
Philo Felter, 284
reverse picking, 255
tumbler, 284
Winfield, 285

warded
keyways, 240
locks, 30

warded bypass tools
figure 15-10, 352

warded key impressioned
figure 15-9, 351

warded keys
15-6, 350

warded keys and locks
figure 15-4, 348

warded locks
design figure 11-5, 239
early designs, 239
figure 11-6, 240
figure 11-7, 241
figure 11-8, 241
figure 11-9, 241
figure 15-3, 347
figure 15-8, 351
impressioning techniques, 350
insecurity, 346
limitations of, 243
methods of entry, 347

multiple bolts, 347
picking tools, 351
programmable keys, 352
Roman, 239
skeleton key, 242, 349

warning of defects
exempt from liability, 116
legal liability, 115, 118

warranty of merchantability
legal liability, 118

warranty violation
keys, 215

wedge tool
forced entry figure 17-25, 410

wedging
forced entry, 4-5

what ifs
design rules, 615

white hat hackers
3T2R rule, 83

Widen (Bo)
lock patents, 321, 325

Winfield locks
attacks, 285

Winterbottom versus Wright
legal liability, 110

wireless authentication
door lock, 312
lock design, 312

wireless door locks
lock design, 312

worm gears
attacks against, 36
figure 1-3, 10
locks, 36

wrenching
forced entry, 405

wrong assumptions about security
design rules, 615

Y
Yale lock design

figure 11-16, 251
locks, 250
pin tumbler, 243, 367
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